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April 1, 2016 

Mr. Robert LaBelle     
Mid-Atlantic Regional Planning Body Federal Co-Lead  
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
381 Elden Street, MS-3127  
Herndon, VA  20170 
 
Ms. Gwynne Schultz 
Mid-Atlantic Regional Planning Body State Co-Lead 
Maryland Department of Natural Resources 
580 Taylor Avenue 
Annapolis, MD 21401 
 
Ms. Kelsey Leonard 
Mid-Atlantic Regional Planning Body Tribal Co-Lead 
Shinnecock Indian Nation 
PO Box 5006 
Southampton, NY 11969 
 
Submitted Electronically via MidAtlanticRPB@boem.gov   
 
RE: Comments on Working Draft Content of the Mid-Atlantic Regional Ocean Action Plan 

Dear Mr. LaBelle, Ms. Schultz, and Ms. Leonard: 
 
To supplement our statements provided during formal public comment sessions at the Mid-Atlantic 
Regional Planning Body’s (RPB) March 22-24 meeting in Baltimore, Maryland, the National Ocean Policy 
Coalition (“Coalition”) is pleased to submit written comments on the Working Draft Content of the Mid-
Atlantic Regional Ocean Action Plan.1 
 
The Coalition is an organization of diverse interests representing sectors and entities that support tens 
of millions of jobs, contribute trillions of dollars to the U.S. economy, and seek to ensure that actions 
under the National Ocean Policy are implemented in a manner that best benefits the National interest, 
including protection of the commercial and recreational value of the oceans, marine-related natural 
resources, and terrestrial lands of the United States.   
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Ocean and coastal policies play a critical role in our national, regional, and local economies, national 
security, culture, health, and well-being. The Coalition supports ocean and coastal policies that serve as 
mechanisms for job creation, infrastructure revitalization, and economic growth, conserve the natural 
resources and marine habitat of our ocean and coastal regions, and rely on full utilization of existing 
processes and programs and well-established authorities that are already in place. 
 

                                                           
1 See http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/.  
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The Coalition acknowledges and agrees with statements by RPB members that the RPB is not a 
regulatory body and does not have the authority to engage in regulatory decision-making activity.  
However, we continue to have significant concerns about regulatory impacts of RPB activities and urge 
the RPB to address the following comments to ensure a product that does not unnecessarily and 
adversely impact commercial and recreational interests and increase regulatory uncertainty. 
 

PROPOSED OCEAN PLAN ACTIONS 
 
As the Coalition has noted in previous comments, a primary driver of concerns regarding regional ocean 
planning efforts under the National Ocean Policy/RPB construct is the fact that, pursuant to the 
foundational National Ocean Policy documents, RPB products including marine plans are to be 
implemented by federal agencies to the maximum extent, including through regulations where 
necessary.2   
 
In addition to language included in the RPB’s Charter and Regional Ocean Planning Framework,3 the 
RPB’s Working Draft Content proposed actions underscore concerns about the regulatory impacts that 
could result from implementation of the Mid-Atlantic ocean plan.  While each of the following proposed 
actions are not regulatory actions in and of themselves, agencies bound to implement them to the 
maximum extent will have to ensure all subsequent federal actions, including regulation, are consistent 
with their outcomes: 
 

 For select identified ecologically rich areas or region-wide ecological features, “Develop a 
comprehensive factual report to inform management authorities in decision-making” 

                                                           
2 See Executive Order for Stewardship of the Ocean, Our Coasts, and the Great Lakes, July 19, 2010, available at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/2010stewardship-eo.pdf, Section 6 (“All executive departments, agencies, and offices that are 
members of the [National Ocean] Council and any other executive department, agency, or office whose actions affect the ocean, our coasts, 
and the Great Lakes shall, to the fullest extent consistent with applicable law...[p]articipate in the process for coastal and marine spatial 
planning and comply with Council certified coastal and marine spatial plans, as described in the Final Recommendations and subsequent 
guidance from the Council.”); Final Recommendations of the Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force, July 19, 2010, available at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/OPTF_FinalRecs.pdf, Pages 47, (“Where pre-existing legal constraints, either procedural or 
substantive, are identified for any Federal agency, the NOC would work with the agency to evaluate necessary and appropriate legislative 
solutions or changes to regulations to address the constraints. In the interim, agencies would comply with existing legal requirements but 
should endeavor, to the maximum extent possible, to integrate their actions with those of other partners to a CMS Plan.”); 61-62 (“...State and 
Federal regulatory authorities would adhere to, for example, the processes for improved and more efficient permitting, environmental reviews, 
and other decision-making identified in the CMS [Coastal and Marine Spatial] Plan to the extent these actions do not conflict with existing legal 
obligations. State and Federal authorities with programs relevant to the CMS Plan would in a timely manner review and modify programs, as 
appropriate, to ensure their respective activities, including discretionary spending (e.g., grants and cooperative agreements), adhere to the 
CMS Plan to the extent possible.  State and Federal agencies would also be expected to formally incorporate relevant components of the CMS 
Plan into their ongoing operations or activities consistent with existing law. This may be implemented in a variety of ways. For example, 
agencies could enter into memoranda of understanding (MOUs) to coordinate or unify permit reviews and decision-making processes. Where 
existing regulatory or statutory requirements impose constraints on the ability of an agency to fully implement the CMS Plan, the agency would 
seek, as appropriate, regulatory or legislative changes to fully implement the CMS Plan.”); 62 (“...CMS Plans...are intended to guide agency 
decision-making and agencies would adhere to the final CMS Plans to the extent possible, consistent with existing authorities...Once a CMS Plan 
is approved, Federal, State, and tribal authorities would implement them through their respective legal authorities.”); and 65-66 (“Agencies 
would incorporate components of the CMS Plan into their respective regulations to the extent possible. Adherence with CMSP would be 
achieved through Federal and State agencies and tribal authorities incorporating CMS Plans into their pre-planning, planning, and permitting 
processes, to the extent consistent with existing laws and regulations. The CMS Plan signatories would periodically review these processes, and 
where legal constraints are identified, would seek to remedy these constraints, including by working with the NOC to evaluate whether a 
legislative solution or changes to regulations are necessary and appropriate.”); National Ocean Policy Implementation Plan, April 2013, available 
at http://www.whitehouse.gov//sites/default/files/national_ocean_policy_implementation_plan.pdf, Page 21 (Marine planning will support 
regional actions and decision-making...); and Marine Planning Handbook, July 2013, available at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov//sites/default/files/final_marine_planning_handbook.pdf, Page 17 (“By their concurrence, Federal agencies agree 
that they will use the marine plan to inform and guide their actions in the region consistent with their existing missions and authorities.”). 
3 See Charter for the Mid-Atlantic Regional Planning Body, Page 3, available at http://www.boem.gov/MidA-RPB-Charter/ (“…regional marine 
planning…is intended to provide a framework for application of existing laws and authorities,” and “RPB member agencies agree to participate 
in the development of a process to create and implement regional marine planning products…”), and Mid-Atlantic Regional Ocean Planning 
Framework, Page 2, available at http://www.boem.gov/Mid-Atlantic-Regional-Ocean-Planning-Framework/ (“Regional ocean planning helps 
guide resource conservation…”). 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/2010stewardship-eo.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/OPTF_FinalRecs.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/final_marine_planning_handbook.pdf
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 For “application of the ocean action plan under existing authorities,” “Implement best practices 
to enhance coordination and the use of data and information…Federal agencies will implement 
best practices…” 

 For ocean energy, “Develop internal agency guidance on integrating the OAP-developed best 
practices for using the Mid-Atlantic Data Portal in management, environmental, and regulatory 
reviews,” “Using best practices developed in the OAP, BOEM will increase use of the Data Portal 
in management, environmental, and regulatory reviews,” and “Coordinate closely with Tribal 
partners to protect sites from impact and resolve any impact in consultation with the Tribes, 
pursuant to the agreements” (Bureau of Ocean Energy Management lead entity)  

 “Evaluate management options under the Coastal Zone Management Act” and “Establish new 
practice(s) and implement as appropriate” (NOAA and Mid-Atlantic states lead entities) 

 “Map shifts in ocean species and habitats to address one aspect of climate change,” and 
“Convene managers, scientists, and stakeholders to discuss…potential management application 
of the maps” 

 “Develop best practices on the appropriate use of tribal historical, archeological and spiritual 
information compiled during the ocean planning process”  

 “Develop report(s) on potential improvements to practices and processes as determined 
necessary, feasible, and appropriate” for areas deemed “high-value” for non-consumptive 
recreation 

 “Use the Mid-Atlantic [Ocean Action Plan] and Data Portal data to guide and inform Department 
of Defense programs, initiatives, and planning documents” and “Consult the Mid-Atlantic OAP 
and the Data Portal in preparation of internal [DOD] agency guidance, existing procedures, and 
environmental planning”   

 “Use data and information from the Data Portal and OAP to inform regulatory review of marine 
development activities related to undersea infrastructure” 

 For offshore sand management, “Develop a comprehensive inventory of sand resources to 
support planned and future restoration and resilience projects, provide availability for 
emergency use, and manage competing use challenges” (emphasis added), and “Identify 
potential conflicts or concerns through review of data used for scoping and environmental 
analysis and work with fishermen to identify high use areas early on to avoid use conflicts”4   

 
Thus, while the Working Draft Content document notes that proposed actions “do not change existing 
authorities or create new mandates” and although the RPB has stated that “regional planning bodies are 
not regulatory bodies and have no independent legal authority to regulate or otherwise direct Federal, 
State, Tribal, or local government actions,”5 the ocean plan may have far-reaching consequences in part 
by serving as a precursor to regulatory activity through the requirement that federal entities, upon 
signing the Regional Ocean Plan, are binding their agencies to implement and ensure their consistency 
with RPB products.6   
 
Moreover, despite this requirement and as further discussed below, it remains unclear exactly what 
particular actions would ultimately be required upon the application of agency signatures to the ocean 
plan.  Without such information, the Coalition and stakeholders in general are unable to determine and 
effectively comment on the meaning of proposed plan actions (and thus the ultimate plan itself), 

                                                           
4 See http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/ (Slides 9, 12, 16, 19, 22, 33, 36, 37, 44, 46, 59, and 60). 
5 See http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/ and http://www.boem.gov/Mid-Atlantic-Regional-Ocean-Action-Plan-
Options/.  
6 See e.g. July 19, 2010 Executive Order on Stewardship of the Ocean, Our Coasts, and the Great Lakes, available at 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/2010stewardship-eo.pdf, Final Recommendations of the Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force, 
available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/2010stewardship-eo.pdf, National Ocean Council Marine Planning Handbook, 
available at https://www.whitehouse.gov//sites/default/files/final_marine_planning_handbook.pdf, and National Ocean Council Guidance for 
Marine Plans, available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/guidance_for_marine_plans_final_151001.pdf.   

http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/
http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/
http://www.boem.gov/Mid-Atlantic-Regional-Ocean-Action-Plan-Options/
http://www.boem.gov/Mid-Atlantic-Regional-Ocean-Action-Plan-Options/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/2010stewardship-eo.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/2010stewardship-eo.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/final_marine_planning_handbook.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/guidance_for_marine_plans_final_151001.pdf
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including the potential costs and benefits and short- and long-term implications associated with 
agencies being bound to actions included in the ocean plan.   
 
It is premature and ill-advised to bind agencies to plan outcomes, and the inherent potential for 
uncertainty, confusion, delay, and adverse impacts likely to emanate from this non-statutorily based 
process underscores the critical need to reduce the likelihood of such a result.  
 
Therefore, the work of the Mid-Atlantic RPB should be advisory only and non-binding in nature, and 
the proposed actions cited above should be excluded from the draft ocean plan.   
 
Consistent with the National Ocean Policy Implementation Plan’s emphasis on the flexibility of regions 
to determine the scope, scale, and content of marine planning in a manner that “reflect[s] their unique 
interests, capacity to participate, and ways of doing business,”7 rather than seek and prescribe agency 
implementation commitments, the ocean plan and related products should be non-binding and reflect 
that agency implementation is strictly voluntary and based on agencies’ own careful, independent, and 
transparent consideration and best judgment, consistent with existing applicable laws and regulations.  
 
To the degree that the RPB nonetheless includes the above-listed actions in the draft ocean plan, and 
for all ocean plan content, to ensure adequate opportunity for informed public review and comments, 
the RPB must be specific in describing its proposed actions and how and precisely when agencies 
would implement them in their management, planning, review, and decision-making activities (at 
minimum providing such specificity in the draft ocean plan released for public comment, or even 
sooner in revised Working Draft Content for additional public review and comment). 
 
For example, as to the proposal to implement best practices to enhance coordination and the use of 
ocean plan data and information,8 what are the best practices that are being proposed to enhance the 
use of ocean plan data and information, and how do agencies specifically intend to use such data and 
information?  For ocean energy, as to the proposed use of ocean plan-developed best practices to 
increase BOEM’s use of the Mid-Atlantic data portal in management, environmental, and regulatory 
reviews, how exactly would BOEM and other agencies use the portal in such a manner, which reviews 
would they apply to, and at what stage(s) of the various review processes would they be incorporated? 
 
To ensure a sufficient opportunity for informed public review and comments, the draft ocean plan 
should also explain how each proposed action would impact existing agency practices.  For example, 
the Working Draft Content includes a proposed Ocean Energy action for BOEM to “Coordinate closely 
with Tribal partners to protect sites from impact and resolve any impact in consultation with the Tribes, 
pursuant to the agreements.”  In addition to providing clarity on what the close coordination would 
involve, the draft plan should clearly state how this proposed action would differ from current agency 
activities carried out in accordance with existing laws and practices. 
 
In addition, given the potential for intersects between actions taken under the ocean plans and activities 
carried out under multiple existing statutory authorities, the draft ocean plan should comprehensively 
address how proposed actions relate to each and every relevant legal authority and how they will be 
carried out consistent with legislative text and intent.  
 

                                                           
7 See National Ocean Policy Implementation Plan, April 2013, Page 22, available at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov//sites/default/files/national_ocean_policy_implementation_plan.pdf  
8 See http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/ (Slide 59). 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/national_ocean_policy_implementation_plan.pdf
http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/
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Such information is critical to commercial and recreational users who are seeking to determine how 
implementation of this plan might impact their activities and effectively provide informed input prior to 
the ocean plan’s finalization. 
 
Several proposed actions merit special mention.  As to the proposal to “Identify ecologically rich areas 
and region-wide ecological features of the Mid-Atlantic Ocean and increase understanding of those 
areas to foster more informed decision-making,”9 the Coalition opposes any proposed actions that 
would involve resources devoted to redundant efforts to identify such areas and application of 
information about these areas, developed through processes and criteria that deviate from existing 
resource management mandates, to regulatory and management programs that may have different 
purposes and goals.   
 
In addition to impacts on commercial and recreational interests, identifying and applying such 
information in the absence of legislatively-established criteria and guidance threatens to introduce 
significant legal uncertainty and potential statutory conflicts.  Discussion during the RPB’s March 
meeting about using the Northeast RPB approach as a guide reinforces these concerns.  Rather than cite 
a statute, the Northeast RPB has proposed to develop criteria for important ecological areas by relying 
on recommendations developed by a government task force, noting overlap with criteria developed by 
non-U.S. federal governmental entities including Oceana.10  
 
 
Should the RPB decide to maintain the action to identify ecologically rich areas and region-wide 
ecological features in the draft ocean plan, any criteria proposed to be used to identify any ecologically 
rich areas or region-wide ecological features, the identification of any such areas, and the selection of 
any pilot areas for more in-depth assessment must be developed consistent with applicable law, in a 
public and transparent manner, and subject to adequate public review and comment opportunities, 
with the draft ocean plan clearly stating the specific public review processes that would be provided. 
 
Given that its development and implementation has not been authorized or funded by Congress, the 
Coalition opposes any proposed actions that would involve use of the ocean plan to influence 
decision-making under the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and other laws.   
 
The Coalition welcomes the RPB decision during its March meeting to remove the proposed assessment 
of potential opportunities to “streamline CZMA federal consistency requirements” given unease about 
overstepping the authority of the RPB and potential states’ right implications.  However, the Coalition 
remains concerned by other language under the proposed “Evaluate management options under the 
[CZMA]” action that calls for a similar assessment to “inform CZMA coastal effects determinations” and 
to “establish new practice(s) and implement as appropriate.”11 
 
As the statute intended, CZMA application and CZM plans are inherently state-specific, with each such 
plan guided by purposes and a history unique to that particular state and which may or may not align 
with the interests of the RPB.  Using the RPB ocean planning effort to influence CZMA-related decision-
making could thus conflict or otherwise interfere with state CZMA work and user group activities carried 
out under well-established law and processes. 
 
To the extent that it nonetheless includes the evaluation of management options under CZMA in the 
draft ocean plan, the RPB should specify that any resulting actions will respect and ensure consistency 

                                                           
9 See http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/ (Slide 9). 
10 See http://neoceanplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Draft-Components-of-IEAs.pdf.  
11 See http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/ (Slide 60). 
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with state policies and programs and all applicable federal laws, accommodate variations in policy 
choices among states in the region, and utilize data and information that complies with all relevant 
federal and state data and information quality laws, standards, and protocols. 
 
Similarly, at the March meeting the RPB decided to further explore adding a proposed action to develop 
guidelines regarding the use of data and information for Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) consultations 
and/or designations.  As with CZMA, the Coalition opposes any actions that would involve the use of 
the RPB process to compel changes to the ways in which federal resource agencies conduct 
statutorily-required consultations and decision-making under laws such as the Magnuson-Stevens Act 
and urges the RPB not to add the EFH proposed action that was discussed at the March meeting.   
 
In the event that it includes such an action in the draft ocean plan, the RPB should make clear that any 
proposed actions intended to impact EFH consultations and/or designations would not deprive 
agencies of their right to exercise their statutorily-granted discretionary authority as they deem 
appropriate, even if the exercise of such authority is deemed to be inconsistent with a plan or process 
already developed through the RPB.  Any EFH-related data or information referenced in the ocean plan 
must also be subject to clear guidance and protocols, including minimum requirements that ensure 
compliance with relevant federal and state data and information quality laws, standards, and protocols.   
 

AGENCY IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE AND OTHER ESSENTIAL MATERIALS 
 

The RPB noted last fall that the National Ocean Council and agency general counsel were developing 
guidance on how agencies will use the plan, and that it anticipated that additional guidance would be 
developed regarding the nature and detail of agency commitments.  It also noted that the National 
Marine Fisheries Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service were developing technical guidance on the 
use of marine life data that might be included in the ocean plan.12 
 
In addition to providing specificity on all ocean plan proposed actions in the draft plan, all draft 
guidance developed to date related to potential agency use of the ocean plan and the nature and 
detail of agency commitments should be released immediately for public review and comment. 
 
In addition to any public comment periods established by the RPB, and prior to making and acting on 
any implementation commitments, all individual agencies intending to make commitments to use the 
Mid-Atlantic ocean plan in carrying out their activities should initiate their own public review periods 
through formal notice and comment procedures under the Administrative Procedure Act and relevant 
authorities.  Such public notices should clearly and specifically explain how the applicable agency 
intends to use the plan in their activities, the resources that will be used to support plan implementation 
commitments, and the authorities on which they assert jurisdiction to do so. 
 
While the RPB intends to circulate and release a draft ocean plan in the coming weeks and months, in 
addition to details on how agencies intend to use the plan, the user group community and public at 
large is still awaiting the release of marine life and habitat raw data and summary products and a human 
use data report that will form a backbone of the ocean plan.   
 
In addition, during the March meeting an RPB member referenced a commitment to developing a 
strong and more detailed work plan.  As with the agency guidance, the Coalition calls on the RPB to 
provide significant public review and comment opportunities on all of these products well in advance 
of the draft plan’s release and to release them as quickly as possible.  By not drafting and vetting all 

                                                           
12 See Mid-Atlantic Regional Ocean Action Plan Draft Outline, available at http://www.boem.gov/Draft-OAP-outline-September-2015/ (Pages 3 
and 4). 
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the various components of the draft ocean plan under development in a clear, public, and methodical 
manner, the ability to provide effective and informed comments and ascertain what agencies will be 
bound to follow is being precluded.    
 
Before it moves further ahead, the RPB should also finalize a stakeholder engagement strategy and 
publish the final criteria that have guided the identification of the proposed ocean plan actions.  While 
draft criteria were published in advance of the RPB’s Jan. 2015 meeting, RPB discussion during that 
meeting left it unclear as to the precise set of final criteria that were agreed to and that have since been 
informing the identification of proposed actions. 

 
OCEAN PLAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

 
The Working Draft Content indicates that a final performance monitoring and evaluation plan may not 
be developed until after the plan is agreed to.13  The RPB should commit to completing a final 
performance monitoring and evaluation plan that has been subject to public review and comment 
before it releases the draft ocean plan.  In addition, the performance monitoring and evaluation plan 
should include mechanisms to evaluate the impact of implementation on the ability of current and 
potential future commercial and recreational interests to perform activities in the region. 
 

OCEAN PLAN DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE 
 

The Coalition strongly urges the RPB to reconsider its decision to release the draft ocean plan for a mere 
45 days of public comment.14  Forty-five days is wholly insufficient to secure adequate time for 
potentially affected groups and communities to review and provide informed input on a plan that could 
impact jobs and livelihoods across the region.  In comparison, when Massachusetts released a draft plan 
that only covered one state, it provided 60 days for comment.  When Rhode Island released its plan, it 
provided 48 days for comment, after having also provided earlier public comment opportunities on 
individual chapters of the plan.  
 
As agencies determine the details on how they will implement this plan, user groups and others that are 
following this process are left with few engagement options other than public comment 
opportunities.  Given the dynamic and the potential wide-ranging impacts of this plan, the RPB should 
commit to a minimum 90-day public comment period on the draft ocean plan, with the draft ocean 
plan providing the content and specificity necessary to provide effective and informed comments on 
the draft plan and related products (including but not limited to proposed agency actions, agency 
implementation commitments, data products and reports, and potential costs and benefits). 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
To reduce the likelihood of unnecessary and adverse impacts on commercial and recreational interests 
and increased regulatory uncertainty, the RPB should develop an advisory and non-binding draft ocean 
plan that excludes proposed requirements on agencies, including but not limited to those that are 
designed to influence regulation and decision-making under existing laws. 
 
In addition, the RPB should clearly and specifically communicate how and when agencies intend to 
implement all proposed actions and how each proposed action would (1) impact existing agency 
practices; (2) relate to each and every relevant legal authority; and (3) be carried out consistent with 
legislative text and intent.  

                                                           
13 See http://www.boem.gov/Working-Draft-MidA-OAP-Content/ (Slide 61). 
14 See http://www.boem.gov/Updated-MidA-RPB-Timeline/.  
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The RPB and its member agencies should also should immediately release for public review and 
comment all draft guidance developed to date regarding potential agency use of the ocean plan and the 
nature and detail of agency commitments, as well as seek comments on how agencies intend to use the 
plan in their activities, the resources that will be used to support plan implementation commitments, 
and the authorities on which they assert jurisdiction to do so. 
 
To ensure an adequate opportunity for informed comments on the draft ocean plan, the RPB should 
also commit to providing a minimum 90 days of public comment and release a draft ocean plan that 
includes a final performance monitoring and evaluation plan that has been subject to prior public review 
and comment. 
 
The Coalition appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback on the Working Draft Content and 
respectfully requests that the RPB consider the comments herein as it considers next steps and develops 
the draft ocean plan. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Brent Greenfield 
Executive Director 
National Ocean Policy Coalition 
 
 


